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The state of the SRS is recorded every two minutes I thus providing a 

detailed 8istory of its parameters. 

Recording of Histozy is done via the SRS Computer Network. This con

sists of a t~aster Computer t an Interdata 7/32, and t.hree Minicomputers, 

Interdata 7/165. Each of the Minicomputers controls one of the accelera

tors, Linac, Booster and Storage Ring~ The Master Computer is connected 

to the Central COmputer, an IBM 370/165, for jobs where greater computing 

power and storage are required. 

The Master COlllputer has a total of 20 Megabytes of fixed and movable 

disc space but only about 5 Megabytes are available for History storage. 

The Minicomputers have no storage facilities. 

2. HISTORY FILING SYSTEM 

Fig. 1 shows the files useQ for the storage of SRS History records 

and their distribution thxoughout the computer Networ~. 

There are two sets of disc files, one on the Master Computer" and 

one on the Central Computer. The Central Computer also supports tape 

Hus. The disc files are used for te.tllporary storage of the most recent 

data~ This is the data the user is most likely to want in a hurry. The 

tape files are used for permanent storage and retrieving data from these 

files may take a little time while the tapes are being mounted. 

The files Chosen are sequential access files to' allow the records 

to be formatted into large blocks fOr the most efficient storage. The 

Master Computer files contain one hour and the central Computer files 

contain four hours of History. Thus no file contains more than four 

hours of HiStory" sO that when a search for History is iniUated, the 

file on which the required History resides can be rapidly identified. 

The dataset names for the tape files have been Chosen to contain 

date and shift information. Thus, knOWing the date and the til:tlE! of the 

record required. the user can readily deterudne the dataset name of the 
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2.1 Master computer files 

There are nine History files in the Master Computer, named 

OATlbBIS'l'ORY.DAT and DATA:BISTORY2.DAT to DATA:HISTOR¥9.DAT. Each file 

can contain a maximum of just over one hour of EU,Story when all the SRS 

parameters are beIng recorded. The data is logged on file 

DATA:HISTORY~DAT. Once every hour DATA:8ISTORY9.DAT, containing the 

oldest,data. is deleted. The remaining files from DATA:HISTORY2.DAT up

wards are renamed to the next highest number. e.g. DATA:HISTORY8.~ be

comes DATA:RISTORY9.DAT etc., and DATA:HISTORY.OA'l' becomes 

DATA:HISTORY2.DAT. A new OATA:HIS'l'QRY.DAT file is created. Thus a 

miniMum of eight hours of History is normally available on the Master 

computer discs. 

2.2 Central Coseuter files 

EVex:y hour, the latest History is copied, via the network, to the 

fila SRH.HISTORY in the Central Cawputer. This is a temporary file which 

can contain a large period of History. There are also nine permanent 

files on the Central Cotlputer, SRH.H1STOR.yl to SRH.HISTORY9. Data from 

SRB.8ISTORY is then edited and copied to SRH.lUS'l'ORYl. When this file is 

filled with four hours of Histol:)', it is copied to Backup and Archive 

tape files~ Any remaining History records in SRH.H1STORY are copied to 

SRB.TEKPHIST. 

The nine HiStory files on the Central computer are renamed every 

four hours in a manner similar to that described for those in the Master 

Conputer. SRa.HISTORY is deleted, and SlW.TEMPHIST is renamed SlUl.HISTORY. 

This in effect removes the History records that have already heen edited 

and copied from the front of SRH.HIS"l'ORY. A new SRH.TEMPHIST is created. 

The Central OOnputer filing system is then ready to receive the next four 

hours of History records from the Master Computer. 

3. HISTORY STORAGE ON THE MASTeR COMPU'l'1:::R 

The Interdata 7/32 has been named the Master computer because it con

tains the master scheduling task SCliEDUJ:..E as shown in fig. 2. This task 
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controls all the data logging and transfer operations. To do this, 

SCHEDULE 'runs' two tasks in the Master computer at selected time inter

vals 

(a) 	 ~DNITOR - Data Logger 

(b) 	 HISTMOVE - History File Rename Program 

3.1 	 MONITOR 

MONITOR is a task in the Master Computer scheduled every two minutes. 

This task polls each Minicomputer in turn to gather the SRS data. 

Data is gathered in blocks of 32 parameters at a time. The database, 

DATA:DATABASE.DAT which contains normalisation factors is accessed by 

PROCESIO and a parameter table is made up for each of the 32 parameters. 

This parameter table contains the calibration data for the parameters. 

The analogue readings are calibrated. These calibrated values are com

bined with the status readings from the Minicomputers, and the parameter 

names and units from the parameter table, to form a record. This record 

is stored on the disc file DATA:BISTORY.DAT. 

MONITOR also records the data and time at which the parameter values 

were read. This information, together with file pointers is formed into 

header records. These records are stored on DATA:HISTORY.DAT in associa

tion with the parameter records collected at the same time. 

If the network to any of the Minicomputers fails, or if 

DATA:DATABASE.DAT cannot be accessed then the SRS operators are informed 

via the operator consoles. The 109S of one or two scans of data per day 

is acceptable. 

If contact between any of the Minicomputers and the Master Computer 

is lost, then History assumes that the parameters affected remain static 

at the last transferred values. 

3.2 	 BISTMOW 

every hour HISTMOVE renames all the History files in the Master 

Computer as indicated in section 2.1 aboVe and then increments a file 
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name, whi~h is the content of DATA:TRANSFER.DAT, by one to a maximum of 

nine. 

The data is now in a state r~ady to be transferred to the Central 

Computer. HISTMOVE then starts a batch job, SRHHSTMV, in the central 

Computer via the Network to perform the History transfer operation. 

4. 	 TRANSFER OF THE HISTORY TO THE CENTRAL COMPUTER 

Efficient transfer is maintained between the Master computer and the 

Central Computer even if there is a break in transfer of one file or even 

if contact is lost for up to 8 hours. 

As shown in fig. 3, normally only DATA:HISTORY2.DAT in the Master 

computer is transferred to the central computer. If the transfer fails, 

then the next time HISTMOVE is run in the Master computer, it should tell 

the Central Computer that there are two files to transfer, i.e. 

DATA:HISTORY3.DAT and DATA:HISTORY2.DAT. Each time the transfer fails the 

number of files to be transferred is incremented by one. This is the 

reason why HISTMQVE increments the DATA:TRANSFER.DAT file as described 

above (see section 3.2). Thus, although HISTMOVE tries to start SRHHSTMV 

every hour, only one successful attempt in eight is necessary to ensure 

that all the History is transferred to the Central computer. 

The JCL for SRHHSTfW is located.in file SRH.QilTL(HISTMOVE) and has 

the following jobsteps: 

101 IEBCOMPR - 0.6. Utility 

Ibl RECOVERY - History File Recovery Program 

leI HISTPASS - History File Transfer Program 

I~ HISTEDIT - History File Edit Program 

~I ARKEDIT - History File Archive Initiate Program 

We shall ignore the first two steps at present as these are not 

directly involved in the transfer of the History files (but see section 6). 

4.1 	 HISTPASS 

HISTPASS sets up a call to the Master Computer to read the 
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DATA:TRANSFER.DAT file. This file contains the name of the first History 

file that needs to be transferred to the Central Computer. HISTPASS then 

sets up a call to the Master Computer to read this file. The file is 

read and the records are stored in the temporary file SRB.HISTORY. When 

this is finished, the file number is decremented by one, and the program 

opens a call to the Master computer to overwrite DATA:TRANSFER.DAT with 

this information. The program repeats the History file transfers until 

the file number is less than 2, or the transfer process fails. 

In the event of a failure, the Master Computer knows how many file 

transfers have been successful. If only part of a file is transferred, 

i.e. the DATA:TRANSFER.DAT file was not updated in the Master Computer, 

then the wQole file will be transferred again in one hour's time, or 

later. This may result in the data appearing twice on the Central 

Computer SRH.HISTORY file. 

4.2 HISTEDIT 

To eliminate redundant data, the History stored on the buffer file 

SRH.HISTORY is edited before being passed to more permanent user files. 

This editing is done by the jobstep HISTEDIT. This cuts the number of 

History records to between one half and one third of the total number 

recorded. 

HISTEDIT is executed after the History file transfers from the 

Master Computer have been successfully completed by HISTPASS. It scans 

through SRH.HISTORY reading in the header records for each time period, 

and all the parameter records associated with that time. If some of 

these records have been lost in transit, this can be detected. The pro

gram then compares the time for these records with the time for the pre

vious set of records. 

If these records follow the previous set in sequence, then they are 

adjudged to be good. Each record in turn is compared with the previous 

record for that parameter, if any. If a change has occurred in either 

analogue or status value, then this record is marked for copying. When 

all the records have been checked, the file pointers in the header 

records are updated to account for any changes. The header and parameter 
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records are then copied to the permanent file SRH.HISTORY1. 

If, however, the time sequence is found to be in error, then th~ whole 

of this set of records is discarped, and the program proceeds to read and 

check the next set of records. 

HISTEDIT only edits the History for a selected four hour period. When 

the records in SRH.HISTORY go beyond this period, the remainder are copied 

directly to the file SRH.TEMPHIST. HISTED~T then sets a flag to say that 

SRH.HISTORYl is full. This is done by returning a completion code of 500. 

4.3 ARCHEDIT 

ARKEDIT modifies the JCL, SRH. ARCH , used to run the job; SRHARKIV, 

and then starts this jab. ARlCEDIT only runs if the return code from the 

HISTEDIT step was SOO. 

The program reads the first record of SRH.HISTORYl to extract the 

date and time. The date and time are then processed to make up a tape 

file dataset name. 

Records from SRH.ARCH are read, and the JCL is altered to contain the 

new dataset names. Tape labels are incremented, and the records in 

SRH.ARCH are overwritten with the new information. The program then 

issues a 'jobstart' to SRH.ARCH to start the job SRHARKIV. 

When the label number reaches the maximum number of files allowed on 

the tape (see section 7.1 below), then ARKEDIT chooses the next free tape 

in the Master Catalogue and sets up the JCL in SR.I::I..AR.CH to use this tape. 

5. TRANSFERRING HISTORY TO TAPES 

With only nine four hour disc files on the Central Computer one can 

only store a maximum of 36 hours of History. Thus one cannot recover data 

that is more than a day and a half old. This presents us with a serious 

limitation. These files may possibly be doubled to give about two and a 

half days History. This does not, however, allow the user to recall a set 

of SRS parameters that were recorded, say, a week previously. 
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The problem has been overcome by eaving permanent History records on 

tapes. Each tape will be able to contain about one month of edited aRS 

History. For greater integrity it has been decided to keep two copies of 

SRS history on separate tapes~ 

As shown in fig. 4, SRHARKIV perfoxms the transfer of SRS History I 

held on the Central computer disc files, to tape files. The JCL for this 

job is located in the dataset SRB.~..RCH. SRliARKIV and has the following 

jobsteps! 

(a) IBBCOMPR - O.S~ Utility 

(b) IEBGENER - 0.5. Utility 

(e) IEBGENER - O.S. Utility 

(d) CATLGING - Tape File Catalo~n9 Program 

(e) IEBGENER - 0.5, Utility 

(f) IEBGENER - O.S. Utility 

(g) lEaPROGM - O.S. Utility 

(h) SOURCE - SRS Utility 

(1) IEF'BR14 ~ 0.5. Utility 

We shall ignore the first step at present as it is not directly in

volved in th~ transfer of the History files {but see section 6}. 

5. 1 IEBGENER 

There are two jobstep$t {b} and {cl, that use the O.S. Utility 

program Il5!aGENER. These two jobsteps copy the disc file SRH. HISTORYl to 

the Archive and Backup tapes respectively. The names of these ~es are 

not important. It is intended that one of these tapes should be stored 

away from the Central Computer in case of accidents. 

5.2 CA'J.'LGING 

If the two previous IEBGENER jobsteps have been successful, then the 

JCL in dataset SRH.ARCH.SPHARKIV containing the tape file dataset names 

and the tape labels, is copi;ed into two r..aP'l-' file catalogues, SRlLCATLGA., 

and SRH.CATLGB for Archive and for :aaQK~ respectively. The program also 

updates the Master tape catalogue SRE.TAPES.DATA. 
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A more detailed description of the tape catalogue system will be des

cribed below (see section 7). 

5, 3 IEBGENER 

The jobsteps, (e) and (f), use the 0.5. Utility program IEBGENER to 

copy the Working Catalogues, SRB.CATLGA and SRH.CATLGB (see section 7.3;, 

to the BRS disc pack. These are the permanent tape catalogues. This 

copy also helps as a backup facility. 

5.4 IEHPROGM 

As with the files in the Master COmputer, the disc files on the 

Central Co~uter must be rotated, with the oldest data being deleted. 

This is perfo~d by the RENAME facility of the 0.5. Utility IEBPROGM. 

SRH.HISTORY9 is deleted, and files SRH#RISTOR¥l to SRH.HISTORY8 are 

renamed to increment the number by one to give the files SRH.HISTORY2 to 

SRH.HISTORY9. A new SRB.HISTORYl is created. 

History that has been copied from SRa.HISTORY to SRa.HISTORYl must 

also be deleted, otherwise SRH.HISTORY will keep on growing to fill· all 

its extents. SRa.HISTORY is deleted, and SRH.TEMPHIST is renamed 

SRa.HISTORY, A new SRU.TEMPRIST is created. 

5.5 SOURCE 

SOURCS is used to copy the updated Master Catalogue file, 

SRH.TAPES.DATA, to the Master computer file DATA;TAPSLIST.OAT, This 

copy is needed when recovering History from tapes via the Master Computer. 

5.6 IEFBR14 

This utility creates ehe tape catalogue names for the next set of 

tapes required by this service. This has been done in separate jobstep 

as this only needs to be created once. After the name has been success

fully catalogued this jobstep will fail. As it is the last step in 

SRHARKIV job it will not affect the preceeding jobsteps. 
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6. JOB IN'I'EGRITY 

In sections 4 and 5 certain jobstep descriptions ~re ignored, i.e. 

those using the O.S. Utility IEBOOMPR. The reason for the inclusion of 

these jobsteps is described ~n this section. 

When using tape storage on the Central computer, some delays are In

evitable in .running a job. The SRl:IARKIV job may still be on the input 

queue when the next SRImSTMV job is started by HI$TRlVE in the Master 

COlI\!?uter. This could lead to file conflict, especially as the disc files 

have not been reni11illEld. To overcome this problem a set of lllCssage files 

has been created to allow the jobs to cowmunicate with each other. 

On entering the job SRHHSTMV the first jobstep checks the messages 

to see if 5RHARK.IV has been completed successfully. This allows jobsteps 

HIS'l'EDI'l' and ARKEDIT to be executed. An error message, or no message 

from SRHARKIV forces the RECOVERY step to operate. This should restore 

the system to a useable state. The jobstep HISTPASS is run re9ardless of 

the state of the messages from SRRARKIV~ It may, however, fail because 

there is no SRH.HISTORY file present. This is not seriOUS, as we have 

seen this has been talCen care of by the way we handle the History trans

fer. 

Similarly SRBARKlV chec~s the messages frOm SRBHSTMV to see 1£ it 

should continue. There may be instances where the last SRHARKIV has not 

run before the next SRHHSTMV is started. In this case SRHH$TMV will exe

cute a RECOVERY action ana: jobstart another SRHARKlV. The first job On 

the queue w111 run satisfactorily~ but the second will fail because it 

will now receive error .tiltlssages to the effect that it has already per

formed the required service. Thus, ~ calls to SRBARKIV with the same 

JCL will not cause the renamim] of the files to be repeated. 

1. 'rBE SRS TAPE CATALOGUE SYSTEM 

The reader may be wonderinq why one should wish to develop a cata

loquing system when there is already one on the Central Computer. The 

reason is that there is not enoU9h space in the present catalogue to 
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accommodate the large number of dataset names that will be generated. 

The system is creatinq two new files every four hours. This represents a 

staqgerinq total of 4400 new files per year for a period of about 20 f 

years. This number would swamp the present cataloguing system. 

A much simplified cataloguinq system has been devised whiCh uses 


only one disc track per month. The whole catalogue of files for the 


life of the SRS can be contained on about 250 disc tracks. 


The catalDgue system consists of a Haster Catalogue, and an 


Individual Catalogue for each tape that has been used. The Master 


cataloque contains pointers to all the Catalogues. 


7.1 The Master Catalogue 

The )laster Catalogue is kept in the file SRH.TAPBS.ilATA. This file 

contains a complete record of the state of all the tapes tha.t axe ava..ll 

able to the system. 

The record len9th for this file is eo bytes. Each record contains 


all the information pertinent to a single tape. The record layout is 


shown below. 


I Tapeno I ._bno I Max I DSNl I nSNL I Catno I Cotnam. I 

where 

Tapeno - DNPL Tape Number 


Labno - Tape Label Number of Last File 


Max - Maximum Number of Files 


DSNI Dataset Name of First File 


DSNL - Dataset Name of Last File 


""tIlo - Catalogue Number 


Catname - Catalogue Name 


Unused tapes contain only the first three parameters, with Labno set 

to zero, 
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Usin~ the dataset names l which r~late to th£ time and date of the 

first record on the fIle, a search of this oatalo~ue will give the catal

ogue name of the tape on which the file oan be found. The catalogue ntm:ll:ier 

is a numbeJ::' that is part of the catalo~ue name when the tape has been 

filled and is no longer being updated. The current tapes hold the working 

Catalogue name. in the catname location. The WOrking catalogue will be 

described moJ::'e fully below. 

The Master Catalogue is continually beIng updated every four hour~. 

Because of this it is kept on a TSO disc paCk, where it is backed up 

regularly. Hence reoovery of this file is straightforward. In the event 

of any misha9 the data on the backup file should be ~ to date. 

7.2 Individual Catalogues 

Each tape. has its Individual Catalogue held on a Central Cawputer 

disc pack. The catalogue records are 80 bytes long. Each record repre

sents a four hour period of HiStory. 

The records contain a JCL statement that includes the dataset name, 

tape number, and label number of the file for that period~ If no data has 

been recoJ::'ded for a given period, then the record contains a statament 

NO DATA AVAII.ABI..E FOR THIS SHIFT 

Reading the first record of this catalogue ~ives the date and time 

of the first file. Knowing the date and the time of the file soWiJht, one 

can subtract the t .....o fi9'\U'es to give the number of the record containing 

the JCL of the file from which data is required. Thus the data can be 

found with the minimum of delay in the searches. 

Individual Catalogues are remow:d to a private disc paCk once the 

tapes are full. The private disc pack is only backed up once a week. 

This presents no problems as the data on the catalogues is static. 

11. 

7.3 Working Catalogue 

The working Catalogue is a tape catalogue kept on the TSO disc ,pack. 

There are two of these catalogu,es SRH.CATLGA and SRH.CATLGB for the 

current Archive and 8ackup tapes respectively. These are the catalo~ues 

referred to in section 5.2. 

The Workin~ Catalogues are kept on the T$O disc pack foJ::' the same 

reason that the Master Catalogue is kept ~n the TSO disc pack, namely to 

llave them regularly backed up. This is necessary as they are being up

dated eWl:t'j1' four hours. 
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